
Medication dispensing
    

Ergonomic 
design with 

Removable convex 
sliding dividers.  

Drawers that open 
in both directions.

Daily colour  
codes  

ensure safe 
delivery

Versatile set up  
for 7 or 8 days

Label can be 
removed for 

cleaning

2 sizes of daily 
pill dispensers 
adapted to the 

medical needs of 
each patient

All medicines to 
be taken by the 

patient  
(dry and drinkable 

preparations, 
sachets...)

MODULO 600X400 
range

Praticdose has expanded its range of products 
for the weekly preparation of medicines with two 
new large capacity pill dispensers in the 
600 x 400 size. The 7 Modulo XL and XXL 
daily pill dispensers trays make it possible to 
prepare the patient's entire treatment. The trolleys 
and cupboards provide the full logistic chain, from 
preparation at the pharmacy to delivery to the 
patient.

Weekly dispensing 
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 The logistics of medicine distribution using Modulo XL-XXL trays  can be 
performed using all the trolley and cupboard ranges in 600 x 400 size for 
the EVOLYS - range MODULO 600 x 400  - range , for storage, 
transportation and dispensing. For dispensing, compact trolleys in the  
400 x 400 size provide unique ergonomic design and ease of handling.

technical specifications

■■ each pill dispenser features:
 - 4 aBS sliding removable dividers
 - 1 drawer in blue or raspberry Polypropylene

■■ The body of the pill dispenser (made of POM) is 
smooth for easy machine washing.

■■ Drainage systems make drying easier and avoid 
any residual water.

■■ The aBS tray keeps the pills dispenser together.

■■ The double anti-slip stop makes it easier to grip 
the tray.

■■ available in 2 colours: blue lagoon and raspberry.

Weekly dispensing at the hospital    MODULO range

designation Blue lagoon Raspberry
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Modulo Xl tray with 7 daily pill dispensers 5AP040BL 5AP040FR 

Modulo Xl daily pill dispenser 5AM040BL 5AM040FR 

empty Modulo Xl tray 5AP040 
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ay Modulo XXl tray with 7 daily pill dispensers 5AP060BL 5AP060FR 

Modulo XXl daily pill dispenser 5AM060BL 5AM060FR 

empty Modulo XXl tray 5AP060 
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set of coloured label sheets 5A001 

set of label holders 8A004 

label protector 8AB069-1/6 

Xl-XXl preparation tray 5A000
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